Rubric for Native American Research Project

**Life Grid**

- Geographic (7-10 bullet pts)  ____/5
- Economic (7-10 bullet pts)  ____/5
- Political (7-10 bullet pts)  ____/5
- Social (7-10 bullet pts)  ____/5
- Works Cited (MLA style)  ____/5

**Research Behavior**

Student uses time wisely.  ____/5

**Artifact/Myth/Legend**

**Oral Presentation**

- Explains/Describes Artifact/Myth  ____/5
  (Excellent & thorough - 5, Good but missing some detail - 4, Does not fully explain 2-3, little to no explanation 0-1)
- Explains Relationship of Artifact/Myth to Culture of Tribe (Economic, Social, Geographic, Political)
  - Area 1  ____/5
  - Area 2  ____/5
  - Area 3  ____/5

Presentation thoroughly and clearly explains how student product represents three particular aspects of the culture researched.
(Thorough & clear 4, Clear but not thorough 3, Accurate but not clear or thorough 2, Demonstrates little understanding 1)

**Speaking**  ____/2

Presenter speaks loudly and clearly enough to be heard, demonstrates good posture, and refers only occasionally to notes.

**Audience Behavior**

Student listens politely and with interest to other presentations  ____/2

**Written Summary**

- Describes Artifact or summarizes myth  ____/6
  (Excellent/thorough 7-8, Good 5-6, does not fully explain 3-4, little to no explanation 0-2)

- Relationship of Artifact to Culture  ____/15

Summary thoroughly and clearly explains how student product represents three particular aspects of the culture researched.
(See above under Oral Presentation)

**TOTAL**  ____/75 Quiz Points